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Background

Clothing production doubled
Clothing utilization decreased by 36%

Growth of clothing sales and decline in clothing utilization since 2000

If the number of times a garment is worn was doubled on average (1)

CO₂ 44% lower CO₂

Clothing Rental Subscriptions

Objective

To analyze Clothing Rental Subscriptions in Japan from the perspective of product life extension, sharing and product-service systems.

Clothing Rental Subscriptions in Japan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Founded</th>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Procure</th>
<th>Resell after renting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>New</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing rental business</td>
<td>250,000 (Apr. 2019)</td>
<td>• Paying members</td>
<td>• Handles over 300 brands. This service has a high reputation, and many customers have the tendency to purchase an item after they rent it. In many cases, revenue has been gained through sales. • Procures highly durable clothing to increase the number of times an item can be rented. • Is preparing to open rental services to external brands to provide a rent service as a way to try on new clothing. Each brand will store items and rent as a consignment. • The only surplus company: excluding advertising cost, among the clothing rental subscription companies as of January 2019 in Japan • As it was set up by an apparel manufacturer, the purchasing costs of Company B are lower than those of others. Moreover, there is no inventory risk as a result of the centralized inventory with an in-house EC (Electronic Commerce). • Handles both house brands and GREEN PARKS (select brands). Does not consider expanding the number of the brands. • Secures profit by reselling returned product that has been rented once. • Does not rent garments that have already been rented once as this requires a management cost • Through the subscription model, it can expand the customer base of its own brand. (70% are the new customers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>New</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparel manufacturer</td>
<td>20,000 (Nov. 2019)</td>
<td>• Paying members</td>
<td>• Changed from used to new rental items in January 2019 • Only handles apparel manufacturer products that have a capital relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used clothes dealer → Apparel manufacturer</td>
<td>60,000 (July 2017)</td>
<td>• Paying members</td>
<td>• Has its own original brand. • Procures highly durable clothing. • Both operating losses and ordinary losses reached 74 million yen in 2017; the company was bought for 37 million yen by IT company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>New</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT → IT</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>• Free membership</td>
<td>• Changed from used to new rental items in January 2019 • Only handles apparel manufacturer products that have a capital relationship.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clothing Rental Subscriptions in Japan from the perspective of circular economy

• Clothing Rental Subscriptions in Japan started 4 years ago and the market is still relatively small. The largest subscription has 220,000 paying members. • Many companies are experiencing a difficult time in terms of gaining revenue. There is only one company that is in surplus and that resell the clothes that it has rented once. Moreover, one company is preparing to open up rental services to external brands to increase the number of try-on services. • Clothing Rental Subscriptions in Japan can contribute to some extent to the extension of the life of the product, sharing and the provision of product-service.

Conclusion and Future Direction

• Clothing Rental Subscriptions have the potential to foster change in apparel consumption patterns from possession to use; however, with current practices, it will take some time to achieve this change. • Further development of the design of the Clothing Rental Subscriptions business model is necessary to contribute to a circular economy for clothing.
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Comfort and Sustainability in Low-cost Housing: Opportunities and Contradictions in Existing Frameworks in Mexican and Chilean Desert Climates

A multi-perspective evaluation framework based on energy simulation was used to find alternative strategies and construction systems for low-cost housing in Mexico and Chile, providing significant comfort, economic, and environmental benefits for minimal investment.

Abstract
In Mexico and Chile, passive strategies (e.g., thermal mass), are missing from the rhetoric of developers, policy-makers, and designers, leading to a noticeable gap in the application of sustainable practices between high-end and low-cost housing. The absence of design for comfort in this context leads to people living in uncomfortable conditions and/or relying on the use of costly, energy-intensive solutions such as air conditioning, especially in desert climates. Furthermore, multiple, frequently opposing objectives such as maximizing comfort and minimizing cost complicate the matter. This research aimed to find opportunities and contradictions for sustainability in low-cost housing within the current financial, political, and construction frameworks in Mexican and Chilean desert climates, using a multi-perspective sustainability evaluation framework based on energy simulation.

Background
Mexico and Chile have grown significantly over the last years and have developed extensive housing policies and programs to cover housing demand. While the problem of quantity is slowly being covered, the problem of quality remains, leading to a noticeable gap in knowledge and application of sustainable practices between high-end and low-cost housing. The mandatory energy code in both countries (NOM-020-ENER-2011 and DUGE) focuses mainly on insulation. Similarly, programs tackling sustainability in low-cost housing in both countries (e.g., Hipoteca Verde in Mexico and Subsidies for Energy Efficiency in Chile) focus on energy efficiency and reducing the use of fossil fuels. Finally, evaluations of sustainability of low-cost housing in Mexico and Chile either have thermal comfort as a fixed parameter, as buildings are assumed to be fully conditioned (Ochoa et al., 2014; Preciado & Fotios, 2017) or studies are done for unconditioned buildings (Bustamante, 2016). Energy use or cost are given priority in these kinds of evaluations (and more so in practice), ignoring other relevant aspects of housing performance.

Ultimately, standards, regulations, initiatives and most studies do not consider the reality of low-cost housing in these countries. It is important to consider that materials and construction practices vary across regions, and perhaps more importantly, that in these buildings not all spaces have air conditioning and/or heating systems. In both cities, central systems are not common and in Copiapo, only a handful of rooms are heated.

Research Questions
Energy, comfort, environmental and economic metrics need to be considered together to provide a complete picture of their performance and interactions, something that is not common in a typical energy simulation analysis. These were the drivers that defined and shaped our methodology.

With a wide variety of available measures, a big challenge is to identify those that will be the most effective while considering comfort alongside environmental and financial factors. So how can one identify the most holistically competitive strategies in this context? And most importantly, how can comfort be prioritized in low-cost housing in different desert climates, and what are the opportunities and contradictions for sustainability in such context within the current financial, political, and construction frameworks in Mexico and Chile?

Methodology
Two low-income houses located in Hermosillo, Mexico and Copiapo, Chile were modeled using DesignBuilder. Emphasis was given on accurately representing the reality of low-income housing in each region. Two baseline models were produced for each region, one for a detached house and one for a paired house. The building layout for each case was based on a real low-income housing project available in the market representative of a typical unit in layout and building area. Figure 1 represents the methodology and workflow.

Different tectonic configurations related to the building envelope were selected based on available materials and current construction and political frameworks in each region, including wall and roof materials and insulation, glazing type, and shading. These were evaluated, through energy simulation, using a set of six indicators:

- Thermal Comfort (Cold and Hot Discomfort Degrees)
- Ventilation (Air Changes per hour, ACH)
- Construction cost (MXN, CLP)
- Annual operation cost (MXN, CLP)
- Projected cost (CLP)
- Embodied cost (CLP)

Results
Results illustrated the importance of having an integrative view when assessing building performance and considering local practices and culture surrounding buildings. Several opportunities and contradictions within the current frameworks were identified in each region.

Alternative construction systems can provide significant comfort, economic and environmental benefits for minimal or even no additional investment. Wood construction in Copiapo, for example, could not only provide higher levels of comfort for occupants but also support carbon mitigation policies, but its use is not incentivized in the region and labor is not adequately trained in this construction system. Similarly, in Hermosillo, adobe construction (a vernacular technique in the region) provides a reduction in both hot and cold discomfort, yet few homes are built with adobe. It is important to consider the large quantities of available material and the low-tech process of its production, which makes it applicable for self-construction. Figure 2 shows in Red and green worse and better performance than the baseline (marked in blue), respectively.

Figure 2 Indicator results for a paired house in Copiapo and Hermosillo considering roof insulation, wall insulation, adobe and wood as main materials (highlighted in gray). Red and green represent worse and better performance than the baseline (marked in blue), respectively.

Conclusion
While the drive and the interest for low-cost sustainable housing exists in both countries, not all the components are in the right place. Certainly, there are difficulties in setting up wide-reaching and universal policies and programs that also consider climate, material and typology variations, but some alternatives and strategies could be supported by the construction industry and government through code reforms, additional subsidies and research, as well by educating the population in terms of the benefits of sustainability and qualified labor. Furthermore, more emphasis could be given to natural ventilation and window-to-wall ratio in future code, as these strategies can help prevent overheating in certain seasons by increasing the ventilation rate, and provide other benefits related to wellbeing (ventilation, daylighting, increased views).

It is imperative to conclude by emphasizing the importance of having a complete, integrated view when assessing building performance. This is often overlooked when methodologies and standards are exported from one place to another, a common occurrence in Mexico and Chile, and it is especially important to consider as it defines the necessary metrics and as it can have significant impacts in the results.
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An Assessment of Environmental Aspects of Sleep Health in a Private College
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Introduction
Poor sleep is currently one of the most common health issues for 25% of people living in the United States. Adults reported having insufficient sleep for at least 15 out of every 30 days (Healthy People 2020).

Abstract
College environment has a significant impact on students’ sleep health. Lack of sleep and irregular sleeping patterns can lead to obesity, depression, and cardiovascular disease, which can be detrimental to one’s physical and mental well-being. National Institute of Health, using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) on college students, reported about 60% of students in the US suffer from poor quality of sleep. American College Health Association (ACHA) has started assessing sleep health status of several colleges and indicated that most colleges do not offer a positive environment to promote student sleep health. The purpose of this study was to assess the environmental factors related to sleep health of a Northeastern private college. An observational study design was conducted using a College Sleep Environmental Scan instrument that was developed by the University of St. Thomas, Minnesota. The scan consisted of eleven sections on college environment. Results indicated that out of a possible 269 points, this college scored 152 points. This equates to a score of 57% out of the total score, indicating that this college would receive an F letter grade based on the academic grading scale. Since this is a mid-sized private school in a rural, “healthy” town, the environment was expected to be positive. Apparently, there is a room for improvement in many areas. Based on the findings, a set of recommendations is provided for the college to consider environmental modification and promote students’ sleep health.

Background
• Sleep is a complex and dynamic process that affects brain, heart, and lung function, in addition to other body functions such as metabolism, immune function, mood, and disease resistance
• Recommended Amount of Sleep: 7-9 hours per day for adults (NIH, 2019)
• An analysis of data from 3 separate studies suggests that sleeping or fewer hours per night may increase mortality risk by as much as 15% (Harvard Medical School, 2008)
• The 2013 American College Health Association’s National College Health Assessment (NCHA-II) analyzed data from 153 colleges and universities (ACHA, 2013)
• The NCHA-II found that 70% of campus stores sell energy beverages, 60% sell energy nutritional supplements, and 40% sell caffeine pills (ACHA, 2013)
• The College Sleep Environmental Scan found that 94% of campus stores sell energy beverages, 80% sell energy nutritional supplements, and 55% sell caffeine in other forms, such as pills (Broek et al., 2014)

Research Question
What environmental factors on the private college’s campus impact the quality of sleep of its students?

Methodology
• An observational study design using primary data on a Northeastern mid-sized private college in a rural, “healthy” town
• Environmental status on positive sleep health for the students was observed
• The instrument used was the College Sleep Environmental Scan developed by the University of St. Thomas, Minnesota, 2016
• Scan has 11 sections: campus facilities, on-campus sales, vending machines, academics, accommodations, residence housing, residence policies, programming, student health, sleep education, and an assessment
• Answers to questions from each section are totaled to determine overall score
• The data collected from the Northeastern mid-sized private college was then compared to data from other schools that have completed the environmental scan to determine if this college is around average, or better or worse in terms of sleep health than other schools

Participants
A medium-sized liberal arts college in the Northeastern United States. There are about 6,200 undergraduate students, about 470 graduate students, and about 1000 faculty members employed by the college

Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>Points Possible</th>
<th>Assessment Score</th>
<th>Percent Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campus Facilities</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Campus Sales</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vending Machines</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accomodations</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence Housing</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence Policies</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Health</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Education</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Score</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion
• Scores ranged from 0% on Student Health section to 75% on Accommodations section
• Student Health: the college does not have sleep behavior questions on health history intake or a referral relationship with a sleep clinic
• Residence Housing (44%): the college does not have air circulation for individual rooms or dimmable lights in dorm rooms
• Campus Facilities (69%): athletic facilities close before 10pm on weekdays and computer labs open before 8am on weekends
• Accommodations: high priority class registration and housing accommodations for students with sleep disorders
• The assessed college did not meet the criteria for positive sleep health. Therefore, we propose some changes to the college environment to increase the score on the College Sleep Environmental Scan

Recommendations
1. Close library at 11:30pm
2. Decrease campus bandwidth at night
3. Make lights in dorm rooms dimmable
4. Offer designated floor for students with sleep difficulties
5. Add questions about sleep to initial health history intake
6. Require section about sleep in all syllabi and alter submission time to before 10pm
7. Create napping spaces in Campus Center
8. Stop selling caffeinated beverages at 10pm
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C...nting social movement learning with the Knitting Nannas Against Gas and Greed (KNAG)
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Abstract
Knot the Gate! Keep Calm - Hug a Nanna! Never underestimate the power of a Nanna! Viva La Nannalution! These emblems and iconography have been used to build agency through the craftivism of the Knitting Nannas Against Gas and Greed (KNAG). This movement of women are synonymous with successful nonviolent anti-fracking and climate crisis protest. They present a different Australian eco-activist approach engaging older women, a group not usually visible or vocal due to both age and gender stereotyping. Using the metaphor of knitting they form ‘Loops’ – over 30 since start up in 2012.

As their name indicates, KNAG adopt the knitting (and other arts and crafts) to learn through ‘crafty’ processes and start conversations inspiring and connecting people thus contributing to social change towards transitioning away from fossil fuels. Over seven years this movement has used crafting and graphic arts as a tool for activism, informal environmental adult learning, and growing their social movement. Through data drawn from active KNAG members in Australia a range of crafted forms, memes, and iconography are discussed in order to analyse how this contributes to “Nannagogy” i.e. KNAG social movement learning processes. The relationship to feminist new materialism and the transformative power of micropolitics is considered. Part of a larger PhD research project involving gender and identity in eco-activism, the article concludes with an assessment of the knitting Nannas use of crafting as a feminist methodology in creatively articulating feminist politics and the implications for gender and identity in social movement learning theory.

Relevance
This research investigates how KNAG use craftivism for learning the ins and outs of eco-activism as they address:
• The crisis of confidence in politicians by demanding the social contract and representative democracy be upheld i.e. working for the people and not big business;
• The climate crisis by challenging misinformation and denialism with evidence-based research;
• The crisis of sexism coupled with agriam that women face in becoming increasingly ignored and invisible as we age affecting, amongst other things, our prospects of well-ageing;
• The unresolved legacy of colonisation;
• Solastalgia and Solopolihá – the loss and love of place (Albrecht, 2019).

Research Questions
What motivates and engages older women to be Knitting Nannas so that they become environmental champions in actively contributing to the transition to low-carbon economies?
• Who are the Knitting Nannas and what are their characteristics?
• What is it that women learn about through being a Knitting Nanna?
• What are the implications of the Knitting Nannas’ experiences for later in life environmental adult education?

Methodology
A mixed method descriptive case study approach of a ‘multisite bounded system’ is used to understand the learning processes of the women in the network (Merriam, 2013, p. 49). The data are drawn from information collected with active Nannas in Australia including written (online) survey data, one-on-one interviews (face-to-face and online video capture), and document analysis of social media in the public domain (Facebook posts, digital videos, e-news bulletins). Researchers auto-ethnography is also included. The research has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee, James Cook University.
Introduction (Encountering the Question)

When I started living in Canada as an international student, the popularity and the overall span of the second-hand economy really surprised me. I had heard about second-hand movement as a social tendency toward questioning traditional ownership values, but the scales were not comparable. The amount of second-hand clothing and accessories that were exchanged as new or desired was out of my range of experience. Seeing people coming to my front door before I even had time to put on a coat, leaving a loaded luggage and leaving the empty clothes behind (other than intellectual and monetary achievements). They would buy used items from clothing to furniture and would return them to the second-hand market when deciding to move. I met with second-hand movement in Canada through my personal experience and by hearing many people encouraged their friends to participate in second-hand regarding its potential economic benefits. The popularity of second-hand movement is pointed out by academic research (Carson, 1962; Gelles, 1972; Stahl, & Reday-Mulvey, 1981; Pearce & Turner, 1990).

In the 1990s, David Pearce and R. Kerry Turner coined the term, “Circular Economy.” They defined a circular economy as a system in which waste and pollution are minimized throughout different life cycles. According to them (2013), a circular economy follows a few simple principles: design out waste, build resilience through diversity, rely on renewable energy sources, apply holistic thinking, think in cascades.

Participants in Second-hand Market

With the expansion of the second-hand market, many scholars have worked on the motivations and activities of the participants. (Erz, Lecompte, & Durfl, 2017; Kirsli Laialta, 2017; Holston, & Lynch, 2016; Clarke, 2010). Erz et al. (2017), applying the Holbrook’s (1999) consumption-value framework, studied the behavior of people participating in the second-hand market. The framework investigates utilitarian, experiential, protest, and moral motivations of the consumers. The study discusses that both acquisition and disposal activities are mainly driven by utilitarian motivations, followed by the spiritual, protest, and experiential aspects. The difference is that the utilitarian motives shown to be less important for people while disposing than while acquiring goods.

In the current study, we explore how second-hand disposal behavior conducted by Kirsli Laialta (2017). Laialta distinguishes between the psychological and functional motives behind the disposal of apparel and garments. Her research indicates that quality-related and functional issues such as tear and wear are among the most discussed motivations, followed by psychological reasons like fashion and taste. Laialta argues that disposal is a process that has the surrounding structures. (2017). The accessibility of recycling centers and charities, in general, plays a major role in the choice of disposal methods. Different motivations drive people to donate or to sell: people are mainly motivated to donate to save usable garments and help the needy and economic benefits lead people toward selling garments.

Some scholars have mentioned a potential look at the expansion of the circular economy and second-hand market. Kersit Holbro and Nicholas Lynch (2016) warn us, proposing the circular economy may end up compromising parts of the day-to-day life that have previously played an important role in community-building, such as sharing practices. They are concerned that capitalism has entered other aspects of human life and has become the dominant force. Jolly, 2018, argues that geographical and age inequality in access to the internet could lead to boosting economic growth in some parts of the society but would exclude others.

Mia Clarke (2010) is also interested in the online second-hand market. She looks at luxury handbags and accessories. She points out that websites like Bag Borrow and Steal allow consumers, who cannot afford designer brands or who do not want to fill their wardrobes with expensive outmoded items, to lease them temporarily. Clarke (2010) discusses that such platforms “offer a potential democratized relation to fashion, in which economic power is easily shifted with brand access” (p. 236). These companies allow online users to easily change their look and taste, changing the potential for longer lifespan of products and their return to consumption systems (Bechtel, Bojko, & Vilcek, 2013). The approach criticizes the current business model, in which companies design products to be worn for a short life span (Bonviva, 2014; Holborn, 2016), whose treating is a challenging issue for society; it proposes circular economic processes.

A Circular Economy Model of Economic Growth

The Circular Economy Model of Economic Growth (Bocken, 2014; Gori, 2014) states that “flows of materials, labor, energy, and information,” they expect to rebuild “natural and social” capitals by simulating ecological cycles and reusing the concept of waste. Bocken (2014) claims that the economy and society could not survive for long if ecological principles were violated. Bocken (2016) used landscapes to illustrate the reality of our lives. He argued that the planet Earth should be seen as “a single landscape with limited reserves of materials, labor, energy, and information” (p. 2). It is essential for human survival and for the preservation of resources to reuse and recycle (Blomsma & Bremmer, 2017; Froedel, 2018). This practice is influenced by many scholars in the following decades. Conner (1971), Meade et al. (1972), and Stahel and Reday-Mulvey (1981) developed the idea of an economy conforming to the second-hand market. To date, green and second-hand shops, waste waste would not exist as it would support other productive consumption processes.

Among the five groups, displayed in the graphs (1), Cars and Trucks are the most costly and Clothing, Shoes, and Fashion Accessories is the least preferred categories to be purchased used. Looking at the number of transactions done through the second-hand economy in 2015-2017 shows that the least favorite group has the highest frequency (table 3). If we add baby's clothing and accessories to adults', about 50% percent of the exchanges fall into this group. Furniture, which is the most durable group of items, was ranked 4th in terms of frequency. The first reason concerns the second-hand economy has expanded in recent years, and the cost of clothing from the family basket has not changed much; can be assumed that the number of acquired used garments has risen; it suggests that fast-fashion takesovers the second-hand market too.

6. Summary

This paper reviews the current Canadian circular economy and second-hand market practices. While the scholarly works emphasize the need for an economic model, which offers easier exploitation of natural resources and more sustainable production-consumption relationships, the conducted surveys show that current Canadian circular economy and second-hand market practices are pragmatic or pragmatic. Apparel and garments dominate in Canadian second-hand economy and constitute around 50% of total exchanged goods. Total market activity has increased in the last few years, while the current second-hand economy provides a platform for more inclusive circular economy. Reincorporated commodities could satisfy the consumer demands from the current society and it also eliminates waste. The study emphasizes the need for a broader understanding of the circular economy and second-hand market. The primary solution to waste reduction and the most sustainable approach is avoiding purchase/consuming in the first place. Recycling itself is an essential step in material recovery. Recycling reduces people's concerns over consumerism: the privileged ones think they are not contributing to waste generation because their possessions are replenished. However, the time has come for the recycling and trading leads people to purchase second-hand goods to some extent. The second-hand goods of current society does not effectively contribute to natural resource preservation.
Viva La Nannalution: Crafting social movement learning with the Knitting Nannas Against Gas and Greed (KNAG)
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Abstract

Knot the Gate! Keep Calm - Hug a Nanna! Never underestimate the power of a Nanna! Viva La Nannalution! These emblems and iconography have been used to build agency through the craftivism of the Knitting Nannas Against Gas and Greed (KNAG). This movement of women are synonymous with successful nonviolent anti-fracking and climate crisis protest. They present a different Australian eco-activist approach engaging older women, a group not usually visible or vocal due to both age and gender stereotyping. Using the metaphor of knitting they form ‘Loops’ – over 30 since start-up in 2012. As their name indicates, KNAG adopt the knitting (and other arts and crafts) to learn through ‘crafty’ processes and start conversations, reaching and connecting people thus contributing to social change towards transitioning away from fossil fuels. Over seven years this movement has used crafting and graphic arts as a tool for activism, informal environmental adult learning, and growing their social movement. Through data drawn from active KNAG members in Australia a range of crafted forms, memes, and stories are discussed to explore how this contributes to “KNAG social movement learning processes. The relationship to feminist new materialism and the transformative power of micropolitics is considered. Part of a larger PhD research project involving gender and identity in eco-activism, the article concludes with an assessment of the Knitting Nannas use of crafting as a feminist methodology in creatively articulating feminista politics and the implications for gender and identity in social movement learning theory.

Relevance

This research investigates how KNAG use craftivism for learning the ins and outs of eco-activism as they address:

• The crisis of confidence in politicians by demanding the social contract and representative democracy be upheld i.e. working for the people and not big business;
• The climate crisis by challenging misinformation and denialism with evidence-based research;
• The crisis of sexism coupled with agism that women face in becoming increasingly ignored and invisible as we age affecting, amongst other things, our prospects of well-ageing;
• The unresolved legacy of colonisation;
• Solastalgia and Solophobia – the loss and love of place (Albrecht, 2009).

Research Questions

What motivates and engages older women to be Knitting Nannas so that they become environmental champions in actively contributing to the transition to low-carbon economies?

• Who are the Knitting Nannas and what are their characteristics?
• What is it that women learn through being a Knitting Nanna?
• What are the implications of the Knitting Nannas’ experiences for later in life environmental adult education?

Methodology

A mixed method descriptive case study approach of a ‘multisite bounded system’ is used to understand the learning processes of the women in the network (Merriam, 2014, p. 49). The data are drawn from information collected with active Nannas in Australia including written (online) survey data, one-on-one interviews (face-to-face and online video capture), and document analysis of social media in the public domain (Facebook posts, digital videos, e-news bulletins). Researcher auto-ethnography is also included. The research has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee, James Cook University.

Theory – Social Movement Learning & “Nannagogy”

My research is about how and what adults learn through becoming environmental activists. To do this I combine social movement theory with adult learning theory and focus on the intersection of both, i.e. social movement learning theory. As you can see in this diagram, I am particularly concerned with the context of older women becoming visible and vocal as advocates of intergenerational climate justice. My work relates to ecofeminism, gender studies and implications of well-ageing. Because my case study is a social movement called the Knitting Nannas Against Gas and Greed (aka KNAG) I call my work “Nannagogy” i.e. the learning processes of older women championing environmental causes.

Conceptualising learning in the climate justice movement builds on Klattz & Walter (2018 p.98) who expanded on Scardlett et al (2010). They write, Social Movement Learning Processes are:

- complex, dynamic, and messy; constantly shifting from the individual to the collective and back again; and
- dependent on specific social, cultural and historical contexts, “in part as identity movements through which both individuals and the collective engage in cognitive praxis to learn new identities, create new knowledge and take action for social change.”

Craftivism gives Nannas their identity and is a process by which they learn their activism. Craftivism embeds and empowers older women to challenge gender and age-related stereotypes to become vibrant and central actors in the broader social movement fighting unconventional coal seam gas extraction and fossil fuel mining, thus contributing to transitioning to low-carbon futures. In the process, they have also become part of the feminist project towards gender equality.

Their “Nannafesto” spells it out as they “sit, knit, plot, have a cuppa, and bear witness to the war against those who try to rape our land and divide our communities.”

Who are the KNAGs?

What began in 2012 as a rural women’s not-in-my-backyard movement in the Northern Rivers region (New South Wales, Australia) has captured the engagement of other regional and city-based women. There are now almost 40 groups, called “Loops” around Australia with some in the UK and USA. Nannas range in age from 45 to 84; are generally retired or work part-time; and mostly never been activists but have been involved in contributing to their communities.

Craftivism combines craft with activism using non-violent means to achieve social and political change (Greer, 2014; Fitzpatrick, 2018). The objective is sustainable change based on many small actions and ideas coalescing to create transformation. Tal Fitzpatrick and Katve-Kaisa Konturi (2015 p.1) assert that, “craftivism looks to engage with anyone and everyone in conversation and reflection around critical issues and wicked problems.” It is “a movement that combines the principles of social, political, and environmental justice with individual creativity, the act of making by hand, the power of connecting with like-minded people, and a spirit of kindness, generosity and love” (ibid). Relationship and community are central to the use of craft for activist purposes. Craftivism promotes a participatory, democratic culture and use of “wide-ranging media” (Close, 2018, p. 871).

Lizzy Emery positions crafting and being crafty as “a methodology for touching the world with feminist hands” (2018). This acknowledges that crafting and by extension, craftivism, is a primarily woman-centred activity and has potential to be a feminist enterprise.

“To craft is to make with feminist energy. To build. To build a world, an environment, a location. Feminist crafters craft in and of the existing world. But worlds that once did not exist are also crafted into materiality, into being, we craft feminist worlds. The practice of crafting, makes crafted spaces.” (Emery, 2018, p. 2)

When women form groups there are connections to first wave feminism’s Suffragettes; second wave feminism’s women’s liberation movement consciousness-raising groups; and eco-feminist women’s peace camps (Greenham Common and Pine Gap, 1980’s).

Feminist pedagogical thought has been incorporating relationality and touch as ways of achieving transformative learning. “Whether knitting, hug-wrestling, or engaging in other forms of encounters, pedagogies of touch enhance moments of knowing and being that are unfamiliar.” (Springgay, 2010). Shoshana Magnet et al (2014) draw on the “politics of kindness” to develop a pedagogy that encourages curiosity which leads to learning. An unromanticised form of pedagogical kindness enables a safe learning environment and greater possibility for dialogue. In the classroom as in society “small acts” or “micropolitics” can mobilise political and social change by working through “small acts of political engagement ... on the level of bodily affect or cultural sensibility.”
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